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Cooperative LeADERSHIP

Members of Governance Committee:
Zeina Barakeh, Artist, Assistant Dean of Academic Affairs and Alumni, SFAI
Dena Beard, Director, The Lab
Orit Ben-Shitrit, Artist, Film Chair, Adjunct Professor, SFAI
Dewey Crumpler, Artist, Associate Professor and Alumni, SFAI
Aaron Flint Jamison, Artist, Co-Founder Yale Union, Assistant Professor at University of Washington, SFAI Alumni
Tom Loughlin, Artist, Lawyer, SFAI Alumni, Past SFAI Board Member
Emily Ebba Reynolds, Curator and Arts Administrator, Buffalo Institute of Contemporary Art, SFAI Alumni
Lindsey White, Artist, Assistant Professor, Photo Dept Chair, SFAI

Additional Committee Guidance from:
Matt Borruso, Artist, Adjunct Professor, Stanford, SFAI Alumni
Irene Carvajal, Artist, Printmaking Dept Chair, Adjunct Professor, SFAI, San Jose State
Jennifer Locke, Artist, New Genres Dept Chair, Adjunct Professor, Alumni, SFAI
Marcela Pardo Ariza, Artist, Curator, SFAI Alumni
Cristóbal Martinez, Artist, Associate Professor, Art and Technology Dept Chair, SFAI
Leila Weefur, Artist, Writer, Curator, and Adjunct Professor CCA, UC Berkeley

Problems We Identified
Lack of Diversity at Every Level of Leadership

Opaque Financials

Expensive Tuition

Communication

Insular & Unilateral Decision Making

Board Bylaws & Responsibility

Power Hoarding

Lack of Belief in the Wisdom of the Community

Community Divided by Silos

Equating Money with Power and Voice

Lack of Transparency & Accountability

Community Needs to Elect Board Members

Lack of Collaborative Spirit

Current Job Responsibilities Unclear

Top Down Thinking

Competitive Wages

Hierarchy Visible and Invisible:
Board + SFAI community
Admin + Faculty
Admin + Staff
Tenured Faculty + Adjunct Faculty
Faculty + Staff
Long-time Faculty + Recent faculty
Faculty + Students
No Healthcare for Adjunct Faculty
Accessibility

Need to Review Policies and Practices: Hiring, Admissions,
Grievances, Title 9, Code of Conduct to be more inclusive
Hostile Work Environment
Voting Rights
Lack of an Equal Pay, Equal Work System
Need for a Healthy Culture of Philanthropy

NDAs

RECENT ACTIONS TO ADDRESS PROBLEMS

Voting Rights for ex-oﬃcio Adjunct Members of Faculty Senate
Unanimous Vote by Faculty Senate to Dismantle Cabinet
Collective Thinking by Faculty, Staﬀ, Students, Alumni through
Reimagine Process

LEADERSHIP + POWER STRUCTURE GOALS
Meaningful inclusion of multiple perspectives at every level of governance, especially BIPOC perspectives
Decentralize the power structure
Structure that fosters collaboration, information sharing, and productive dialogue
Reduce financial barriers for students, faculty, and staff

GOVERNANCE LEADERSHIP VALUES
Cooperative and Inclusive Leadership
Affordable to Free Tuition
Fair Wages
Collective Pedagogy

Non-Profit 503c3 structures have more flexibility than you think!

Yes, a non-profit 503c3 needs to have a President, Secretary, Treasurer.

However, those definitions are open to interpretation!
We asked lawyers, cooperative specialists, organizers, professors,
and art administrators. They pointed us to models, bylaws,
handbooks, and codes in California non profit law.

External Consultations
Sustainable Law Economies
Melissa Hoover, Executive Director, Democracy At Work Institute
Gale Elston, Non-Profit Attorney
Rebecca Lurie, Community & Worker Ownership Project, CUNY School of Labor & Urban Studies
Paul Knowles, Information Systems Developer and Administrator, Rainbow Cooperative Grocery
Sarah Workneh, Co-Director, Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture

EXAMPLES OF NON PROFIT 503c3 FLEXIBILITY
Community could elect board members instead of board self selecting
More Faculty, Students, and Staff can serve on the board
People on the board can be paid
Non-profit doesn’t need a President
Governing structure could build a decision making structure from the bottom up not from
the top down
Create a hierarchy of decisions not people
Offer financial literacy to board as recommended by WASC
There could be Co-Chairs of a Board to spread out power and collaborate
Advisory Board
Community can write bylaws together slowly and thoughtfully to include democratic,
community-based decision making for long-term strategic making
Build in feedback loops and accountability into our governing structures

Financials can be public to help an institution conduct business ethically and responsibly

SFAI’s Current Structure

Notes about slide:
To move past the current SFAI model early on we realized the way forward was to work together & share
responsibility. The change that needs to happen at SFAI could be addressed holistically.
The energy of an institution is created by the structure.

Structure that allows people the space to openly
share their viewpoints
Space for collective intelligence in the
development of ideas
Tools that can help guide decision making at
every level:
Mission
Values
Strategic priorities
Built in feedback loops and accountability
Sociocracy: a circle based structure allows for
distribution of power and better communication
Bottom up decision making: Who has the most
information about the decision being made?
Most impacted = most knowledgeable

POSSIBLE TRANSITIONAL MODEL
SFAI 501(c)(3) non-profit structure - Year One
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Notes on this slide:
Some people do
powerpoint, others draw
on paper.
However, even with a
transitional year one
model we desired a
flatter—more
collaborative model.
Back to the circle
structure similar to a
respiratory, nervous
system, centralized
organism that creates
accountability,
communication and flow
Foot Notes about this chart:
*Deep membership participation
*Need for Reps from diﬀerent parts of the organization for clear information flow
*Bi-monthly general assemblies
*Annual General Meetings to revisit bylaws
*Succession Planning

*Blue Circles are where we have collaborative decision making happening now

Sketched out possibilities if we get the finances in order, less top heavy admin, smaller cohort
Co-Operative Structure
30 people on full time staff form the worker-owned cooperative, all start with $85K salary with health benefits, 401K (8% match)
15 full time faculty members + 15 admins (financial, communications, facilities)
15 students in each class, 60 students in the entire school.
Each student has a job or role at the school (librarian / archivist, studio manager, tech support, photographer)
Rotate staff in and out of the 15 person Board of Directors, everyone eventually serves as President, VP, Treasurer
Evolving bylaws thoroughly deal with every potential issue and how to deal with discipline
General assemblies with students and staff where decisions are made about visiting faculty, curriculum content, facilities

Goals
Provide all students with free tuition by 2031 (once debt is serviced)
Provide all workers with fair wages and benefits
Students design their own course of study alongside faculty
Mission and Core Values
The San Francisco Art Institute supports independent art education. As a co-operative school, it provides significant material resources to its students, faculty,
and staff while meaningfully entering into international discourses around art.
The students, faculty, and staff of SFAI channels artistic autonomy towards collective freedom. We will do this by creating radical pedagogy that makes space
and time for equity and care and by offering each other affordable tuition, fair wages, and creative agency.
Economic Model
High profile guest faculty are brought in on a short-term basis to teach intensive courses. Although in-person classes will be very small, outside auditors can
pay a fee to attend courses online. Past alumni and outside auditors can subscribe to SFAI’s member portal for access to special job boards, discussion groups,
past event recordings, library access, and other SFAI specific resources. For the first ten years, the collective “body” of the school will always be kept at less
than 100 in-person members to sustain a workable cooperative structure.

Proposed New Governance Structure
Governance Transition:
Phase 1: Reimagine style of working is implemented into the community with half the
members on the Board being selected by SFAI Community
Phase 2: Create Membership: Through this process we can figure out our path forward
Phase 3: Together: Create a Simple Circle Structure w/ Decision Making Processes

Where to ask for outside help in mediating this situation:
Sustainable Law Economies (SELC) could support SFAI into transferring into an organization with more
cooperative leadership structure.
Democracy at Work Institute (DAWI) is also a great support resource for the school. They believe there are
numerous grants available for organizations transferring to cooperative leadership structures.
Both organizations are based in the East Bay.
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Text read with the previous slide
Final statement:
Just to sum up this Transitional Year:
If we match the current number of board members with elected board members from the reimagine
subcommittees i.e. faculty, staﬀ, students, and alumni.
Put Co-Board Chairs in place from both groups.
This new governing structure and leadership would show the community that change is real.
People would give money to the school because they would see as promised and marketed that
radical change was actually happening at the institution. Giving could be an expression of love.
Therefore both the SFAI community and public would trust the school made good on their promises
by addressing issues from the bottom up with new inclusive leadership that includes a variety of age
ranges, diversity, and committed individuals.
We feel it is time for an overhaul of outdated power structures. Collaborative & collective decision
making is crucial to our success as an educational leader. Lastly, this process has proved there’s so
much wisdom and integrity right here in our community. All you have to do is ask. So many people
have stepped up already.
Thank you.

